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Though notoriously associated with Germany, human experimentation in the name of science has been practiced in other
countries, as well, both before and after the Nazi era. The use of unwitting or unwilling Subjects in experiments designed
to test the effects of radiation and disease on the human body emerged at the turn of the twentieth century, when the rise
of the modern, coercive state and the professionalization of medical science converged. Useful Bodies explores the
intersection of government power and medical knowledge in revealing studies of human experimentation -- germ warfare
and jaundice tests in Great Britain; radiation, malaria, and hepatitis experiments in the U.S.; and nuclear fallout trials in
Australia. These examples of medical abuse illustrate the extent to which living human bodies have been "useful" to
democratic states and emphasize the need for intense scrutiny and regulation to prevent future violations. Contributors:
Brian Balmer, University College London; Miriam Boleyn-Fitzgerald, University of Wisconsin; Rodney A. Hayward,
University of Michigan; Joel D. Howell, University of Michigan; Margaret Humphreys, Duke University; David S. Jones,
Massachusetts General Hospital; Robert L. Martensen, Tulane University School of Medicine; Glenn Mitchell, University
of Wollongong; Jenny Stanton, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; Gilbert Whittemore, independent
scholar/attorney, Boston
A union list of serials commencing publication after Dec. 31, 1949.
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library journal,
ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
The global center of gravity in life sciences innovation is rapidly shifting to emerging economies. In The New Players in
Life Science Innovation, Tomasz Mroczkowski explains how China and other new economic powers are rapidly gaining
leadership positions, and thoroughly assesses the implications. Mroczkowski discusses the sophisticated innovation
strategies and reforms these nations have implemented: approaches that don't rely on market forces alone, and are
achieving remarkable success. Next, he previews the emerging global "bio-economy," in which life science discoveries
will be applied pervasively in markets ranging from health to fuels. As R&D in the West becomes increasingly costly,
Mroczkowski introduces new options for partnering with new players in the field. He thoroughly covers the globalization of
clinical trials, showing how it offers opportunities that go far beyond cost reduction, and assessing the unique challenges
it presents. Offering examples from China to Dubai to India, he carefully assesses the business models driving today's
newest centers of innovation. Readers will find up-to-date coverage of bioparks, technology zones, and emerging
clusters, and realistic assessments of global R&D collaboration strategies such as those of Eli Lilly, Merck, Novartis, and
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IBM. With innovation-driven industries increasingly dominating the global economy, this book's insights are indispensable
for every R&D decision-maker and investor.
Despite the vigorous study of modern American fiction, today's readers are only familiar with a partial shelf of a vast
library. Gordon Hutner describes the distorted, canonized history of the twentieth-century American novel as a record of
modern classics insufficiently appreciated in their day but recuperated by scholars in order to shape the grand tradition of
Hemingway, Fitzgerald, and Faulkner. In presenting literary history this way, Hutner argues, scholars have forgotten a
rich treasury of realist novels that recount the story of the American middle-class's confrontation with modernity. Reading
these novels now offers an extraordinary opportunity to witness debates about what kind of nation America would
become and what place its newly dominant middle class would have--and, Hutner suggests, should also lead us to
wonder how our own contemporary novels will be remembered.
"Until recently, the threat of biological weapons (BW) has received little international attention compared with other
weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Concern about nuclear weapons (NW), and more recently about chemical
weapons (CW) has dominated efforts in non-proliferation research and policy-making. Arguably, the great moral
abhorrence attached to BW has tended to narrow what public discussion has occurred on this sensitive topic. Today, the
threat of BW is real and yet there is no means of knowing whether a country is in breach of the international ban on these
horrific weapons. This paper is premised on a determination to give the problem of BW proliferation the attention it
deserves. A mere description of the threat of BW will not suffice. This work sets out to investigate an important means by
which the threat to global security posed by BW could be substantially reduced: the conclusion of a workable verification
Protocol to strengthen the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC)"--ACDIS website.
As reproductive power finds its way into the hands of medical professionals, lobbyists, and policymakers, the geographies of pregnancy are
shifting, and the boundaries need to be redrawn, argues Laura R. Woliver. Across a politically charged backdrop of reproductive issues,
Woliver exposes strategies that claim to uphold the best interests of children, families, and women but in reality complicate women's
struggles to have control over their own bodies. Utilizing feminist standpoint theory and promoting a feminist ethic of care, Woliver looks at
the ways modern reproductive politics are shaped by long-standing debates on abortion and adoption, surrogacy arrangements, new
reproductive technologies, medical surveillance, and the mapping of the human genome.
This book presents local knowledge about issues on life, science and technology. It presents the related science and technology knowledge,
new applications or developments that have taken place based on local knowledge. It consists of papers that illustrate the contribution of local
knowledge to scientific investigation, unearth unknown or little known significance of local plant and animal resources, as well as their
management and conservation. The argument for the importance of modern techniques to increase the supply of natural resources through
scientific manipulations is clear. However, traditional methods that ensure better quality and resilience is recommended. Integration of the
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traditional with the modern is explored, using disaster management strategies and integrative health care system as examples. Another
aspect explored in this book is the changing food culture among the three main ethnics groups in Malaysia due to their interactions within a
multicultural society. This book also highlights the contribution of local knowledge in developing animation technology. Experimentation with
GIS technology in the performing arts to map a dance performance is an example of trans-disciplinary collaboration between technology and
the arts. This book serves to expand knowledge in science and technology that deals with local knowledge, and make it accessible to a wider,
global audience beyond the Malay world.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 10.0px Arial} This book examines the theories relevant to the development of skills necessary for
effective participation in competition moots. By consideration of underlying theories the authors develop unique models of the skills of the
cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains and effective team dynamics; and emphasise the importance of written submissions. The
authors use this analysis to develop a unique integrated model that informs the process of coaching moot teams according to reliable
principles.
What are living bodies made of? Protein modelers tell us that our cells are composed of millions of proteins, intricately folded molecular
structures on the scale of nanoparticles. Proteins twist and wriggle as they carry out the activities that keep cells alive. Figuring out how to
make these unruly substances visible, tangible, and workable is a challenging task, one that is not readily automated, even by the fastest
computers. Natasha Myers explores what protein modelers must do to render three-dimensional, atomic-resolution models of these lively
materials. Rendering Life Molecular shows that protein models are not just informed by scientific data: model building entangles a modeler’s
entire sensorium, and modelers must learn to feel their way through the data in order to interpret molecular forms. Myers takes us into protein
modeling laboratories and classrooms, tracking how gesture, affect, imagination, and intuition shape practices of objectivity. Asking, ‘What is
life becoming in modelers' hands?’ she tunes into the ways they animate molecules through their moving bodies and other media. In the
process she amplifies an otherwise muted liveliness inflecting mechanistic accounts of the stuff of life.
It has been clear for many years that the ways in which archaeology is practised have been a direct product of a particular set of social,
cultural, and historical circumstances - archaeology is always carried out in the present. More recently, however, many have begun to
consider how archaeological techniques might be used to reflect more directly on the contemporary world itself: how we might undertake
archaeologies of, as well as in the present. This Handbook is the first comprehensive survey of an exciting and rapidly expanding sub-field
and provides an authoritative overview of the newly emerging focus on the archaeology of the present and recent past. In addition to detailed
archaeological case studies, it includes essays by scholars working on the relationships of different disciplines to the archaeology of the
contemporary world, including anthropology, psychology, philosophy, historical geography, science and technology studies, communications
and media, ethnoarchaeology, forensic archaeology, sociology, film, performance, and contemporary art. This volume seeks to explore the
boundaries of an emerging sub-discipline, to develop a tool-kit of concepts and methods which are applicable to this new field, and to suggest
important future trajectories for research. It makes a significant intervention by drawing together scholars working on a broad range of
themes, approaches, methods, and case studies from diverse contexts in different parts of the world, which have not previously been
considered collectively.
A critical analysis of the intensely controversial recombinant bovine growth hormone.
Cook-Deegan, a former director of the Biomedical Ethics Advisory Committee of the US Congress and an advisor to the National Center for
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Human Genome Research, gives a firsthand account of the struggle to launch the Human Genome Project. Using primary documents and
interviews, Cook-Deegan explains scientific details, chronicles the origins of the project, covers the conflicts and partnerships between the
organizations involved, and examines ethical, legal, and social issues of DNA research. Includes bandw photos. Annotation copyright by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Science and technology education research, influenced by inquiry-based thinking, not only concentrates on the teaching of scientific concepts
and addressing any misconceptions that learners may hold, but also emphasizes the ways in which students learn and tries to find out
avenues to achieve better learning through creativity. New developments in science and technology education rely on a wide variety of
methods, borrowed from various fields of science, such as computer science, cognitive science, sociology and neurosciences. This book
presents papers from the first international conference on “New Developments in Science and Technology Education” (1st NDSTE) that was
structured around seven main thematic axes as follows: Modern Pedagogies in Science and Technology Education; New Technologies in
Science and Technology Education; Assessment in Science and Technology Education; Teaching and Learning in the Light of Inquiry
Learning Methods; Neuroscience and Science Education; Conceptual Understanding and Conceptual Change in Science; and Interest,
Attitude and Motivation in Science. This book explores the beneficial impact of pedagogically updated practices and approaches in the
teaching of science concepts, and elaborates on future challenges and emerging issues that concern science and technology education. By
pointing out new research directions, this book will inform educational practices and bridge the gap between research and practice, providing
new information, ideas and perspectives. It will also inform, as well as promote, discussions and networking among scientists and
stakeholders from worldwide scientific fields, such as researchers, professors, students, and companies developing educational software.
If a competent adult refuses medical treatment, physicians and public officials must respect her decision. Coercive medical paternalism is a
clear violation of the doctrine of informed consent, which protects patients' rights to make medical decisions even if a patient's choice
endangers her health. The same reasons for rejecting medical paternalism in the doctor's office are also reasons to reject medical
paternalism at the pharmacy, yet coercive medical paternalism persists in the form of premarket approval policies and prescription
requirements for pharmaceuticals. In Pharmaceutical Freedom Jessica Flanigan defends patients' rights of self-medication. Flanigan argues
that public officials should certify drugs instead of enforcing prohibitive pharmaceutical policies that disrespect people's rights to make
intimate medical decisions and prevent patients from accessing potentially beneficial new therapies. This argument has revisionary
implications for important and timely debates about medical paternalism, recreational drug legalization, human enhancement, prescription
drug prices, physician assisted suicide, and pharmaceutical marketing. The need for reform is especially urgent as medical treatment
becomes increasingly personalized and patients advocate for the right to try. The doctrine of informed consent revolutionized medicine in the
twentieth century by empowering patients to make treatment decisions. Rights of self-medication are the next step.
George Gabriel Stokes was one of the most important mathematical physicists of the 19th century. During his lifetime he made a wide range
of contributions, notably in continuum mechanics, optics and mathematical analysis. His name is known to generations of scientists and
engineers through the various physical laws and mathematical formulae named after him, such as the Navier-Stokes equations in fluid
dynamics. Born in Ireland into a family of academics, clergymen and physicians, he became the longest serving Lucasian Professor of
Mathematics at Cambridge. Impressive as his own scientific achievements were, he made an equally important contribution as a sounding
board for his contemporaries, providing good judgement and mathematical rigour in his wide correspondence and during his 31 years as
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Secretary of the Royal Society where he played a major role in the direction of British science. Outside his own area he was a distinguished
public servant and MP for Cambridge University. He was keenly interested in the relation between science and religion and wrote at length on
their interaction. Stokes was a remarkable scientist who lived in an equally remarkable age of discovery and innovation. This edited collection
of essays brings together experts in mathematics, physics and the history of science to cover the many facets of Stokes's life in a scholarly
but accessible way to mark the bicentenary of his birth.
For many, their first experience of the natural world is in the pages of books and in library collections--a Paper Zoo. This stunning book
gathers together a wide range of beautiful nature illustrations from the British Library's collections, including manuscripts, prints and drawings,
and rare printed books, and featuring items from all around the world. With striking images of butterflies, beetles, spiders, animals, shells, fish
and birds, the pages bring readers into contact with some of the world's most renowned natural history illustrators, such as Audubon and
Catesby, and on expeditions to discover the lesser known rare finds as well. The text traces the story of the art of natural history from the
Renaissance through the great age of exploration to the 19th century, to demonstrate how the collaboration between the fields of art and
science has rendered such exquisite forms. The plates, all taken from books, are organized into several themed sections, though not on strict
taxonomic grounds, but rather on broader themes of exotic, native, domestic, and paradoxical (with reference to what the species were at that
time--for what is native now may well once have been exotic).
The potential misuse of advances in life sciences research is raising concerns about national security threats. Dual Use Research of Concern
in the Life Sciences: Current Issues and Controversies examines the U.S. strategy for reducing biosecurity risks in life sciences research and
considers mechanisms that would allow researchers to manage the dissemination of the results of research while mitigating the potential for
harm to national security.

In the digital age, the integration of technology has become a ubiquitous aspect of modern society. These advancements have
significantly enhanced the field of education, allowing students to receive a better learning experience. The Handbook of Research
on Educational Design and Cloud Computing in Modern Classroom Settings is a pivotal reference source for the latest research
findings on the strategic role of cloud computing in education, teaching, and the learning process. Featuring extensive coverage on
relevant areas such as personal learning environment, cloud-based learning, and educational models, this publication is an ideal
resource for educators, professionals, school administrators, researchers, and practitioners in the field of education.
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
Many nations are currently adopting a variety of directed strategies to launch and support research parks, often with significant
financial commitments and policy support. By better understanding how research parks of other nations operate, we can seek to
improve the scale and contributions of parks in the U.S. To that end, the National Academies convened an international
conference on global best practices in research parks. This volume, a report of the conference, includes discussion of the diverse
roles that research parks in both universities and laboratories play in national innovation systems. The presentations identify
common challenges and demonstrate substantial differences in research park programs around the world.
In Phase Media, James Ash theorizes how smart objects, understood as Internet-connected and sensor-enabled devices, are
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altering users' experience of their environment. Rather than networks connected by lines of transmission, smart objects generate
phases, understood as space-times that modulate the spatio-temporal intelligibility of both humans and non-humans. Examining a
range of objects and services from the Apple Watch to Nest Cam to Uber, Ash suggests that the modulation of spatio-temporal
intelligibility is partly shaped by the commercial logics of the industries that design and manufacture smart objects, but can also
exceed them. Drawing upon the work of Martin Heidegger, Gilbert Simondon and Bruno Latour, Ash argues that smart objects
have their own phase politics, which offer opportunities for new forms of public to emerge. Phase Media develops a conceptual
vocabulary to contend that smart objects do more than just enabling a world of increased corporate control and surveillance, as
they also provide the tools to expose and re-order the very logics and procedures that created them.
This second of a three-volume set documenting Emma Goldman's life and work in the United States covers the years from 1902
through the end of 1909, from the 1901 assassination of President McKinley by a Polish-American anarchist through Goldman's
participation in a wider political sphere that began with her launch of the anarchist magazine Mother Earth.
Just after 9:00 a.m. on February 1, 2003, the space shuttle Columbia broke apart and was lost over Texas. This tragic event led,
as the Challenger accident had 17 years earlier, to an intensive government investigation of the technological and organizational
causes of the accident. The investigation found chilling similarities between the two accidents, leading the Columbia Accident
Investigation Board to conclude that NASA failed to learn from its earlier tragedy. Despite the frequency with which organizations
are encouraged to adopt learning practices, organizational learning—especially in public organizations—is not well understood and
deserves to be studied in more detail. This book fills that gap with a thorough examination of NASA’s loss of the two shuttles.
After offering an account of the processes that constitute organizational learning, Julianne G. Mahler focuses on what NASA did to
address problems revealed by Challenger and its uneven efforts to institutionalize its own findings. She also suggests factors
overlooked by both accident commissions and proposes broadly applicable hypotheses about learning in public organizations.
Web of Prevention provides a timely contribution to the current debate about life science research and its implications for security.
It is an informative guide for both experts and the public. It is a forward-looking contribution covering both ends of the equation and
creates momentum for the current discussion on effective preventive measures and effective control measures. While there are no
guarantees for preventing misuse, there are nonetheless crucial steps the world community can take towards the overarching goal
of a global network for the life sciences. This book sheds light on concrete steps toward the achievement of this worthy goal. "This
book with its collection of essays provides an in-depth analysis of the various mutually reinforcing elements that together create
and strengthen a web of prevention - or of assurance - that is vital to ensure that the advances in the life sciences are not misused
to cause harm. All those engaged in the life sciences and in policy making in governments around the world should read this book
so they can take steps to strengthen the web preventing biological weapons". From the Foreword by Dr Gabriele Kraatz-Wadsack,
Chief, Weapons of Mass Destruction Branch, Office for Disarmament Affairs, United Nations. "Since September 11, 2001 in many
countries renewed attention has been given to how research in the life sciences might inadvertently or intentionally facilitate the
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development of biological or chemical weapons. This state-of-the-art volume examines the full extent of the issues and debates.
Coverage includes an overview of recent scientific achievements in virology, microbiology, immunology and genetic engineering
with a view to asking how they might facilitate the production of weapons of mass destruction by state, sub-state or terrorist
organizations. Consideration is given to what we have and haven't learned from the past. Employing both academic analysis and
reflections by practitioners, the book examines the security-inspired governance regimes for the life sciences that are under
development. Ultimately the authors examine what is required to form a comprehensive and workable web of prevention and
highlight the importance of encouraging discussions between scientists, policy makers and others regarding the governance of
vital but potentially dangerous research". Dr Graham S. Pearson, Visiting Professor of International Security, University of
Bradford, UK and previously Director-General, Chemical and Biological Defence Establishment, UK
Distributed systems intertwine with our everyday lives. The benefits and current shortcomings of the underpinning technologies are
experienced by a wide range of people and their smart devices. With the rise of large-scale IoT and similar distributed systems,
cloud bursting technologies, and partial outsourcing solutions, private entities are encouraged to increase their efficiency and offer
unparalleled availability and reliability to their users. The Research Anthology on Architectures, Frameworks, and Integration
Strategies for Distributed and Cloud Computing is a vital reference source that provides valuable insight into current and emergent
research occurring within the field of distributed computing. It also presents architectures and service frameworks to achieve highly
integrated distributed systems and solutions to integration and efficient management challenges faced by current and future
distributed systems. Highlighting a range of topics such as data sharing, wireless sensor networks, and scalability, this multivolume book is ideally designed for system administrators, integrators, designers, developers, researchers, academicians, and
students.
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